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Multiple Choice Quiz: Heat Conduction 

 

1. Which of the following best describes how heat energy is transferred down the rods in 

experiment “Prediction of a Phenomenon by Heat Conductivity”? 

 

A. Heat energy is transferred down the rods by the process of convection. This 

involves particles with heat energy moving from the flame end of the rods to the 

opposite end of the rods. 

B. Heat energy is transferred down the rods by the process of conduction. This 

occurs because the particles are free to move down the rods, carrying the heat 

energy with them. 

C. Heat energy is transferred down the rods by the process of radiation. Particles 

radiate the heat energy from the hot section of the rods to the cooler sections of 

the rods. 

D. Heat energy is transferred down the rods by the process of conduction. Particles 

transfer the heat energy to their neighbors through increased vibrations. 

 

2. In experiment “Prediction of a Phenomenon by Heat Conductivity” the match will fall 

from rod B first because: 

 

A. Rod B is a metal and metals are the best conductors of heat. 

B. Rods A and C  are both nonmetals and do not transfer heat well. 

C. Rods A and C are on the outside and do not get as hot as rod B. 

D. Rod B has the highest heat conductivity grade of all the materials. 

 

3. In experiment “Identification of a Material by Phenomena” the order in which the 

match falls from the end of the rods is: 

 

1 = Rod A 

2 = Rod C 

3 = Rod B 

The materials, ranked from highest heat conductivity to lowest heat conductivity, are: 

 

A. Rod A, Rod B, Rod C 

B. Rod A, Rod C, Rod B 

C. Rod B, Rod C, Rod A 

D. Rod C, Rod A, Rod B 
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4. Which of the following data sets for heat conductivity grade and metal type is correct 

for the rods in experiment “Identification of a Material by Phenomena”?  

 

A.  

Rod A Rod B Rod C 

Metal = copper Metal = bronze Metal = aluminum 

Heat conductivity grade = 

10 

Heat conductivity grade = 

7 

Heat conductivity grade = 

9 

 

B.  

Rod A Rod B Rod C 

Metal = copper Metal = aluminum Metal = bronze 

Heat conductivity grade = 

10 

Heat conductivity grade = 

9 

Heat conductivity grade = 

7 

 

C. 

Rod A Rod B Rod C 

Metal = aluminum Metal = bronze Metal = copper 

Heat conductivity grade = 

9 

Heat conductivity grade = 

7 

Heat conductivity grade = 

10 

 

D.  

Rod A Rod B Rod C 

Metal = bronze Metal = copper Metal = aluminum 

Heat conductivity grade = 

7 

Heat conductivity grade = 

10 

Heat conductivity grade = 

9 

 

 

1. Which of the following statements about experiment “Identification of materials by 

Grading Their Heat Conductivity” is incorrect? 

 

A. Both glass and marble can conduct heat. 

B. Heat energy is transferred from the boiling water down the rods by the process of    

conduction. 

C. Both glass and marble are insulators and have no measurable ability to conduct   

heat energy.  

D. The heat energy transferred down the glass and marble can melt the wax  

E. supporting the lead balls. 
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2. In experiment “Identification of materials by Grading Their Heat Conductivity” the 

wax ball drops from rod B (marble) before rod A (glass).   Which of the following 

best describes why this occurs? 

 

A. Marble must be metallic in nature because it conducts heat very well. 

B. Marble has a higher grade of heat conductivity than glass. 

C. Glass is an insulator and does not conduct heat at all. 

D. Marble particles are free to move from the boiling water end of the rod to melt the        

wax holding the lead ball. 

 

3. Experiment “Identification of a Material by Heat Conductivity” was designed to test 

the idea that: 

 

A. Metals are conductors of heat and nonmetals are not. 

B. Wax melts when it is heated. 

C. Metals conduct heat at different rates. 

D. Boiling water has heat energy that can be transferred. 

 

4. In experiment “Identification of a Material by Heat Conductivity” the rod that 

conducted heat fastest was rod A, followed by B, followed by C. Comparing this to 

known heat ________ values, rod A is __________, rod B is __________ and rod C 

is ________________. 

 

A. insulation, aluminum, steel, bronze 

B. conductivity, bronze, steel, aluminum 

C. insulation, bronze, steel, aluminum 

D. conductivity, aluminum, steel, bronze 
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Answers 

Question 1 - Answer: D 

Heat energy in solids is transferred by the increased kinetic energy in the vibrations of the 

particles. 

Question 2 - Answer: D 

Rod B is a copper, which has a heat conductivity grade of 10. 

 

Question 3- Answer: B 

The sequence in which the matches fall reflects the rate at which heat is conducted 

through the rods. Materials with higher heat conductivities will conduct heat faster. 

 

Question 4 - Answer: B 

The order in which the matches fall can be used to rank the heat conductivity and 

therefore identify the type of metal. 

 

Question 5 - Answer: C 

Glass and marble are not good conductors of heat but do have a measurable ability to 

conduct heat energy. 

 

Question 6 - Answer: B 

Marble has a heat conductivity grade of 4; glass has a heat conductivity grade of 3. These 

conductivity grades mean that heat from the boiling water will be transferred faster down 

the marble than the glass. 

 

Question 7 - Answer: C 

 

Question 8 - Answer: D 

 The order in which the wax  begins to melt on the rods is the same as the order of heat 

conductivities. Aluminum has a heat conductivity grade of 9 (rod A), steel has a heat 

conductivity index of 8 (rod B), and bronze has a heat conductivity grade of 7 (rod C).] 

 


